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• ABSTRACT
Alternative strategies for ballistic missions to Halley's comet in 1985-86
v
are described. It is shown that a large science return would be acquired from
a ballistic Halley intercept in spite of the high flyby speeds of almost 60 km/
sec that are associated with this mission mode. The possibility of retargeting
the cometary spacecraft to additional comets after the Halley intercept also
exists. In one scenario two cometary spacecraft of identical design would be
used to carry out four separate cometary encounters over a three-year period.
One spacecraft would intercept Halley before its perihelion passage in December
1985 and then go on to comet Borrelly with an encounter in January 1988. The
other spacecraft would be targeted for a post-perihelion Halley intercept in
March 1986 before proceeding towards an encounter with comet Tempel-2 in
S_ptember 1988. The flyby speeds for the Borrel!y and Tempel-2 intercepts
are 21 and 13 km/sec, respectively.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR BALLISTIC MISSIONS
TO HALLEY'S COMET
I. INTRODUCTION
The return of Halley's comet in 1985-86 will attract worldwide attention
from the genera' public as well as the astronomical community. Halley has
been an unusually bright comet and it has seldom gone by unnoticed. Observa-
tions of Halley's comet in ancient Chinese records go back t_ 239 BC. It is
important historically because some of Halley's previous appearances have
coincided with famous events such as the siege of Jerusalem in AD 66, the
defeat of Attila the Hun at Chalons in AD 451, and the Norman conquest of
England in AD 1066 (see Figure 1). A brief summary of Halley's observational
history and physical characteristics is given in Table 1.
Figure 1. Halley's Comet in 1066 as Depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry
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Table 1
Comet HaD ey Summary
Observational History: Halley's comet has been seen at every apparition
since at least 86 BC, making twenty-seven appearances in all. It is a
spectacular object displaying physical characteristics of a typical long- --
period comet, and was observed extensively during its 1910 apparition. Its
exceptional brightness is indicated by the fact that naked eye observations
were recorded over a four-month interval at this apparition. Brightness
estimates taken from the 1910 data imply that Halley's absolute luminosity
is nearly two magnitudes brighter after perihelion.
Nuclear Region and Coma: Halley's very bright nuclear region has been es-
timated to be several thousand kilometers in diameter. The failure to ob-
serve a solid nucleus when Halley transitted the sun on May 18, 1910 gives
an upper bound of 50 km to any solid nucleus for this comet. Diameters for
the visible coma near 1 AU in the post-perihelion phase are ~5 × 104 km for
the inner coma and ~3 × 105 km for the outer coma. The spectrum of the
coma region is almost entirely CN and C2 superimposed on a continuous
background. Jets and streamers invariably showed CN spectra. A number
of transient phenomena were observed in the inner coma region. Explosive
activity was particularly well established in April, May, and June 1910,
Temporary secondary nuclei were observed to coalesce with the primary
nucleus after a few hours or days.
Tai_____hTwo well-developed tails were seen in 1910. One was primarily gas-
eous (CO+), and the other was mainly ch,st. Near its maximum, the observed
tail length was ~ 0.35 AIJ. Several tail condensations ("knots") were also
observed.
Dus__._t:Halley is a very dusty comet. Dust densities are probably 1000 times
greater than those found in dusty short-period comets.
Nongravitational Effects on Orbital Motion: A rigorous examination of
Halley's nongravitational accelerations has not been completed as yet. How-
ever, it is known that the nongravitational effects amount to an average
lengthening of Halley's period by 4.1 days at each apparition.
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ObservingprospectsforHalleyduringits1985-86 apparitioncan be evalu-
atedby inspectingtheorbitalgeometry shown in Figure 2. AlthoughHalley
willbe lostin thesun'sbrightnessnear perihelion,itwillbe favorablysituated
for extensivetelescopicobservationsbeforeand aRer perihelion.The best
periodfor naked eye observationsshouldoccur afterHalley'sperihelionpassage
from theend of March throughApril {Reference1).
Because Halleyistheonlydramaticallybrigl'tcomet whose returncan be
accuratelypredicted,its1985-86apparitionwillpresentscientistswitha
uniqueopportunityfor thedefinitiveinvestigationofa largecomet. Itssched-
uledappearancewillpermit systematicplanningand adequatepreparationfor
a wide varietyof coordinatedexperiments. The valueof earlyplanninghas
• been amply demonstrated by the wealth of data gathered from observations of
comet Kohoutek in 1973-74 {Reference 2) and Halley's last appearance in 1910
{Reference 3). However, the most important aspect of the 1985-86 Halley
opportunity is that, for the first time, it will be possible to obtain in-situ data
from spacecraft flybys of the comet.
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Figure 2. Orbit of Halley's Comet
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Because of thehighlyuncertainenvironmentof a comet, ballisticintercept
missionshave beeElstronglyendorsedas thebestway toinitiatea program of
cometary exploration{Reference4). The ballisticmode islogicalfor a recon-
naissancemission and is alsoreliableand inexpensive.As willbe shown in
thenextsection,thesciencereturnfrom a ballisticflybywillbe quiteadequate
forthefirstcometary mission. Data from ballisticflybyswillbe invaluable
fordefiningthescientificobjectivesofthemore expensiveand complicated
rendezvousmissions tocomets.
This reportwilldescribea varietyofmission plansforballisticflybysof
HaUeyts comet. The advantagesand disadvantagesofthevariousoptionswill
be discussedand specificrecommendations willbe presented.
II.SCIENCE OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENTS
Flybyspeeds forballisticinterceptsof Halley'scomet are typically"_60
km/sec. Errors inHalley'sephemeris willlimittheminimum flybydistance
from thenucleustoabout2000 kin.* Smallervaluesforthesetwo important
missionparameters would be desirable,but theprimary scienceobjectivesof
theinitialcometary mission can be achievedwith thepresentnumbers.
Because ofHalley'slargedimensionsand theexploratorynatureof the
firstcometary mission,investigationsof thelarge-scalecometary charac-
teristicshouldbe emphasized. With thisguideline,themain scienceobjec-
tivesof theHalleyflybyare thefollowing:
1. Imagingof thenuclearregionatmoderate resolution.Determine the nature
ofthe multiplenuclearcondensationsthathave been observedin Halley,and
attemptto confirm thepostulatedexistenceofa haloof icygrainssurround-
ingthe nuclearregion.Measure thesizesa_d shapesof thenuclear
condensations.
2. Determine theabundance and spatialdistributionof theneutralmolecules
and radicalsin thecoma.
3. Measure thedensity,spatialdistribution,and energy distributionof the
. chargedparticlesin thecoma and tailregions.
*In principle,Halley's ephemeriserrorscouldbe significantlyreducedwithspacecraft
measurements(i.e., onboardnavigation).Unfortunately,the probablepresenceof
multiplenuclearcondensationsdiminishesthe reliability of this technique.
4
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4. Investigate the properties of the cometary plasma and maf'netic field.
5. Determine the nature of the solar-wind, comet interaction. Find the loc-,
tions of the bow shock and the contact surface (if they exist).
6. Survey the characteristics of the dust grains, especially the size distribu-
tion, spatial distribution, and composition.
7. Investigate the time variation of the coma's structure invludtng its hydrogen
halo by making spectrophotometric measurements during the cometary
approach and departure phases. (The principal advantages of a comet probe
for spectrophotometric observations are higher intensities and better resolu-
tion than could be obtained from earth.)
To properly study the large-rcale features of Halley's comet, correlative
measurements in the coma and tail regions will be needed. This objective can
be attained by using the dual-probe conc,_pt shown in Figure 3. One probe passes
close to the nucleus on its sunward side, _,hile the other traverses the tail
region. The cross-sectional encounter ge6metry illustrated in Figure 3 is typi-
cal for ballistic intercepts of Halley in 1985-86.
TAIL PROBE
1-
COMA PROBE
f
/
J
CONTACT SURFACE
J
TO SUN _ -LEUS
BOW SHOCK !
Figure 3. D_al-Probe _.ncounter Geometry
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A representative science payload for a dual-probe Halley flyby is listed
in Table 2. Although this list was intended to be a minimum payload, the ex-
periment complement of Table 2 is sufficient for the accomplishment of all of
the science objectives listed above. The high encounter velocity of the Halley
flyby will preclude high-resolution imaging of the nuclear region, and spatial
resolution will be degraded somewhat for all experiments. However, the high
flyby speed is not expected to significantly affect the performance of any of the
instruments listed in Table 2. With the exception of the neutral mass spectrom- ,-
eter, flight-proven instrumentation or slightly modified versions of current
instrument designs would satisfy the requirements for a Halley flyby at 60 }_n/
sec. Furthermore, the neutral mass spectrometers that are currently under
development for cometary raissions would give good performance for flyby
speeds from zero to 100 km/sec. One version uses field ionization to generate
singly-charged ions from ambient neutrals and applies a time-of-flight tech-
nique to determine the masses of the field ions (Reference 5). Laboratory tests
have already demonstrated the feasibility of this concept, and there should be
little difficulty in developing a satisfactory flight instrument in time for the
Halley mission.
Table 2
Typical Experiment Complement for Cometary Flyby Mission
Coma TailInstrument Comments
Probe Probe
Imaging System X Performance optimized for
Lyman-Alpha Photometer X moderate resolution.
Neutral Mass Spectrometer X Instrumentstion is expected to
Ion Mass Spectrometer X X give good performance at flyby
speeds under 100 Km/sec.
Magnetometer X X Performance of these instru-
Plasma Wave Detector X ments will be relatively in-
Electron Analyzer X X sensitive to flyby speed.
Plasma Analyzer X
Dust Analyzer X Flyby speed shouldbe greater
than 10 Km/sec.
6
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An importantbonus of theballisticHalleymission isthepossibilityof
retargetingthespacecrafttoanothercomet aftertheHalleyflyby.The addi-
tionalcometary interceptis achievedby modifyingthespacecrafttrajectory
with earth-swingbymaneuvers and willbe describedinthenextsection.The
dimensionsof thesecondary targetsare much smaller thanHalley,and their
physicalcharacteristicsare quitedifferent(seeAppendix A). Ingeneral,the
additiopal cometary encounters will have lower flyby speeds (13 -. 21 km/sec)
and smaller miss distances ( < 1000 kin). Obviously, the science value of the
Halley mission will be enhanced conside bly by including additional cometary ,_.
encounters in the flight plan. Because cometary behavior will never be fully
,mderstood until in-situ measurements are obtained from several different
types of comets, intercepts with at 13ast two classes of comets should be a
major goal of the first cometary mission.
Remote observations of Halley's comet from ground-based observatories
and earth-orbiting telescopes will contribute in an important way to the success
of the Halley intercept mission. Spacecraft data will be complemented and
better understood if remote measurements of halley's phy 'al activity are
recorded throughout the 1985-86 apparition. Spectral coverage in the ultra-
violet and infrared is especially desirable. Photographs of the coma and tail
regions, with a time resolution that is fast enough _ track the motions of tail
condensations, should also be obtained.
III.MISSION ALTERNATIVES
Inthissectiona number of attractivemission profilesforballisticinter-
ceptsof Halley'scomet are described.When comparing therelativemerits
ofthealternativeplansgivenbelow,some attentionshouldbe givento the
following:
1. Encounterlocation.Spacecraftmiss distanceswillbe somewhat smaller
in the pre-perihelion phase. For instance, estimated miss instances during
the pre-perihelion period range from 3000 km on December 10, 1985, to
2000 km on December 20, 1985. After perihelion, miss distances have been
estimated at 10,000kin on March 20, 1986, and 7000 km on March 30, 1986.
However, post-perihelion encounters have the advantage that Halley will
probably be more active at this time.
2. Encounter geometry. For early detection of solid nuclei, a small phase
angle* is preferred. On the other hand, cross-sectional mapping of the
*The phaseangleis definedas theangle_etweenthere',ativevelocityvPctorat encounter
andthe sun-cometline. A phaseangleof zerodegreescor_espond_toar ,Jpproachfrom
the sunlitsicJeof the nucleus.
i
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cometary atmosphere is also desirable. Therefore, phase angles between
40" and 70" are probably optimal.
3. Favorable geometry for earth-based observations. Encounters that take
place close to the earth and at Jarge solar elohgations are preferred.
4. Inclusion of additional targets in the mission profile. If additional cometary
intercepts can be carried out without major spac6craft modifications (e.g.,
excessive onboard propulsion capability), the mission will be very cost "_
effective.
5. Mission cost and complexity. Smaller launch-energy requirempnts usually
imply less expensive launch-vehicle costs. Spacecraft thermal and power
subsystems can be simplified if the heliocentric distances throughout the
mission can be kept approximately between 0.80 AU and 1.40 AU (i.e.,
1.5 -_ 0.5 solar constants).
Because all the missions discussed in this report require launches in
1985, a launch using the Space Shuttle has been assumed. The payload capa-
bility of the Shuttle with various upper-stage combinations is given in Figure 4.
Two lightweight spin-stabilized u_per stages with their respective payloads
can easily be carried on the same shuttle flight. However, the heavier Interim
Upper Stage (IUS) combinations will probably be limited to one flight unit per
shuttle launch. It is also worth notiag that the cost for a spin-s:obilized upper
stage will be approximately 20% of the price for the _asic two-st_.oe IUS.
A. Dual Launch Opportunities
It is possible to accommodate two independently-targeted interplanetazT
spacecraft with a single Shuttle launch. This can be done by placing both space-
craft into an earth parking orbit that contains the two required launch asymp-
totes. Each spacecraft is then injected into its specified interplanetary tra-
jectory with a spin-stabilized upper stage. Of course, the launch windows for
the two missions must overlap, and the required launch energies should be
less than 24 km2/sec 2 for spacecraft weights of about 500 kg (see Figure 4).
It is also beneficial, but not absolutely necessary, for the declinations of both
launch asymptotes to be less than 55 °.
Two rather interesting dual launch possibilities have been identified in
connection with the 1985-86 Halley opportunity. One involves both pre- and
post-perihelion encounters with Halley, while the other combines a multiple
encounter mission to comets Giacobini-Zinner and Borrelly with a pre-
perihelion intercept of Halley.
8
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(_ SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE
_J' STAGE WT 3,750 KG
SINGLE STAGE IUS
2500 _ STAGE WT 11,2,50 KG
BASIC TWO STAGE IUS
STAGE WT 14,500 KG
-- ('_ LARGE TWO STAGE IUS
2000 _/ STAGE WT 22,000 KG "
1o00_ ......................7_,,_ _ J.__ _ _i __o i
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
LAUNCH ENERGY - C_ (Km2/sec 2)
Figure 4. Payluad Capability of Shuttle with Solid Upper Stage
1. Halley Pre and Post-Perihelion Encounters. The first part of July
1985 is the best time for a dual launch to ttalley. In this interval, the launch
energies for both trajectories are less than 15 km2/sec 2. The basic plan for
the dual launch to Halley is depicted in Figure 5, and the nominal mission
parameters are summarized in Table 3. Notice that the earth will be in good
position for supporting observations at both encounters. Because the inter-
cepts will take place about 100 days apart, preliminary results from the pre-
perihelion encounter could be used to optimize the targeting strategy for the
post-perihelion encounter•
The encounter geometries for both cases are shown in Figure 6. Cross-
sectional traverses occur in each instance, but the pre-perihelion encounter
has a better phase angle. The geometry illustrated in Figure 6 is quite similar
to the other pre- and post-perihelion Halley intercepts that are discussed
below.
i 9
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LAUNCH VEHICLE SHUTTLE WITH TWO HALLEY'S ORBIT
SPIN-STABILIZE_ UPPER STAGES
SPACECRAFT -_1 TARGETED FOR PRE _'ND INTERCEPT
/
PER|HELION ENCOUNTER MAR. =0. 19B6 I/ ®SPACECRAFT_ T.._ETEr,FO.POST _ _
'ERIHEL.ONE COUNTER "ALLEY'S\ '
NODAL LINE
LAUNCH
JULY 4, 1985
ABOVE ECLIPTIC | 1ST 4.NTE RCEPT
BELOW ECLIPTIC _ DEC. 8, 1985
O EARTH AT INTERCEPT T
Figure 5. Dual Launch to HalleyWs Comet
Table 3
. Nominal Parameters for Dual Launch to Halley*
Pre-Perihelion Post-Perihelion
Intercept Intercept
(P -63 Days) (P +39 Days)
........ ": _ , ,:..-
Encounter Parameters
Intercept Date Dec. 8, 1985 Mar. 20, 1986
Sun Distance (AU) 1.37 1.00
Earth Distance (AU) 0.71 0.80
Phase Angle (Degrees) 57.7 112.2
Flyby Speed (km/sec) 55.3 64.5
Launch Parameters
Launch Energy-C 3 (km2/sec 2) 14.5 9.1
Declination of Launch Asymptote (Degrees) 33.5 54.3
Spacecraft Transfer Orbit
Perihelion (AU) 1.01 0.81
Aphelion (AU) 1. t4 1.03
Inclination (Degrees) 4.6 4.7
Period (Years) 1.40 0.88
*Theseparametersarefairlyconstantwithina 10-daylaunchwindow.Forexample,throughoutthisperiod,
the launchenergyis < 15.1km2/sec2for the pre-perihelioninterceptand<9.4 km2/sec2for the post-
perihelionintercept.
10
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SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORY IS
_8 ,_ PROJECTED IN THE COMET
- 6 ORBIT PLANE RELATIVE TO A
FIXED SUN COMET LINE
t_ 10 DAYS
-8
E 10 DAYS
Figure 6. Halley Encounter Geometry
2. Halley and Multi-Comet Mission. Another dual launch opportunity
occurs in March 1985. The nominal mission plan for this launch date is out-
lined in Table 4. In this plan one spacecr._ft is targeted for a pre-perihelion
encounter with Halley on December 13, 1985. The second spacecraft is placed
into a trajectory that intercepts comet Giacobini-Zinner on September 11,
1985, and then returns to the earth's vicinity on March 10, 1986. The earth-
return trajectory is shown in Figure 7. Two earth-swingby maneuvers are
then used to retarget the spacecraft towards an encounter with comet Borrelly
on December 25, 1987. Details of these maneuvers are shown in Figure 8.
This mission was reviewed by the NASA-sponsored Comet Working Group in
May 1975 and received their endorsement as one of the two best missions for
initiating the study of comets. A more complete description of this mission
is given in Reference 6.
Recently, two alternative mission profiles for the multi-comet mission
have been found. The alternative profiles utilize different e_.:th-swingby
maneuvers to retarget the spacecraft to either comet Grigg- kjellerup or
comet Tempel-2 instead of comet Borrelly. Details of these profiles are pre-
sented in Table 5. Variations in the mission parameters for all of these options
over a ten-day launch window are given in Appendix B.
11
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Table 4
Dual Launch Multi-Comet Mission
Launch Date: March 10, 1985
Launch Vehicle: Shuttle with two spin-stabilized Upper Stages
Spacecraft #1: Intercept Comet Halley @ P-58 Days
Launch Energy-C 3 : 22.2 Km2/sec 2
Declination of Launch Asymptote: -51." °
Spacecraft #2: Intercept Comets Giacobini-Zinner and Borrelly
Launch Energy-C 3 : 12.3 Kin 2/sec2
Declination of Launch Asymptote: -4.1 °
Sun Distance Earth Distance Flyby SpeedEncounter Date (AU) (AU) (Km/sec)
Halley
December 13, 1985 1.29 0.80 54.7
Giacobini-Zinner
September 11, 1985 1.03 0.46 20.6
Borrelly
December 25, 1987 1.36 0.53 17.3
ENCOUNTER PARAMETERS I
-2 A UINTERCEPT DATE SEPT 11 1985 { P * S DAYS)
SUN DISTANCE 1 03 AU
EARTH DISTANCE 046 AU
PHASE ANGLE 880 LAUNCH MAR 10 lgB5
FLYBYSPEE0 206KMSEC EAPqT_ R[TURN MAR 10 19B6
LAUNCH PARAMETERS //
LAUNCH ENERGY C3 12 3 KM2'SEC 2 i(/
OECLINATION OF p-
'o___,'o;.... OXOo%AR_ ,so
_10C"
10C I/_ I¢1
) .......... _..... __s;:;',Y%o
Figure 7. Giacobini-Zinner Intercept with Earth Return
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FIRST EARTH SWINGBY: MAR. 10, 1fl66 GZ INTERCEPT
PERIGEE,,.,64.1EARTH RADII SEPT. 19G5
MOON'S ORBIT
' _ _ACECRT;TT"_TCTO_"m "%I RELATIVE TO FIXED
SUN-EARTHLINE
I
SUN 1
0 I
I
I I ti / i
I / t
• I
I
i
MOON'SOqBIT BORRELLY INTERCEPT
SECONDEARTH SWINGBY AUG. 20, 1967 DEC.25, 1987
PERIGEE _3 5 EARTH RADII
Figure 8. Spacecraft Trajectory for Multiple Encounter Mission
to Giacobini-Zinner and Borrelly
Table 5
Alternate Mission Profiles Following the
Giacobini-Zinner Intercept
_),---------_ Grigg-Skjellerup (6-28-87)/
@_I_)_,z--) @/@ _ @@--__orrelly,12-25-87)
"x
3-85 9-8_ _-86 8-87\® 6)
k.____.....__ _ _ Tcmpel-2 (9-12-88)
2-88
Earth Swlngbys
bwingbv Date Perigee Bend Angle tleliocentr]c Inclination After Swlngby
rEarth Radii) (De_rees) (Degrees)
(_) March 10, ]986 4.]8 66.5 5.4
(_ March ]0, 1986 6;.G5 8.4 0.0
_) August 20, ]987 3.54 72.2 0.7
_) August 20, 1987 2.08 90,4 6.8
_) February 15, 1988 9.26 40.1 5.1
Cometary Encounters
Sun Distance Earth Instance Phase Angle Flyby SpeedEncounter Date
(At') (At') {Degrees) {Km/sec)
June 28, 1987 1.0n 0.89 98.0 12.8
(_) December 25, 1987 1,36 9,53 74.7 17.3
@ September 12, 1988 1.38 0.95 83.4 11.7
,. ;:-SJ PAGE L2 13
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B. Halley Intercept with Earth Return
Earth-return trajectories that include a Halley intercept are also possible.
In Table 6 launch dates for earth-return trajectories are listed for both pre-
perihelion and post-perihelion Halley intercepts. By varying the intercept date
at Halley, a fairly long launch window was obtained for these trajectories. All
of the trajectories listed in Table 6 return to earth apprcximately one year after
launch.
To minimize the launch-energy requirement, nominal launch dates of July
21, 1985, for the pre-perihelion intercept and August 25, 1985, for the post-
perihelion intercept were selected. Using the earth-swingby technique, it is
possible to retarget both of these trajectories to either comet Borrelly in
January 1988 or comet Tempel-2 in September 1988. The total mission duration
with these encounters would be about three years which is quite reasonable.
1. Pre-Perihelion Encounter. The trajectory for the pre-perihelion
Halley intercept with earth return is shown in Figure 9, and alternative mission
profiles to Borrelly and Tempel-2 are summarized in Table 7. Launch-window
Table 6
Launch Dates for Halley Intercept with Earth Return
F -- .... ]1 aunch l'aJ,,meter, ! ll,dh._ } m ,,untt.I 1'31 at'n_.,ttq
l,aunch I'.ncl_s [. ' hltcrtcpt hun I)lM.tnct faith D_tanc_, Pha_c Angh. [1 l;'bs . peed Itt ]l aun_ h A_vmptt_t¢'[ .- -, I -.
Pl't,-l_t, rlht, ht_l] _ i_(,(.tlntt.l ]
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Figure 9. Halley Pre-Perihelion Intercept with Earth Return
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Alternative Mission Profiles Following the
Pre-Perihelion Halley Intercept
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variations are given in AppendixB. Complete trajectories for both options
are depicted in Figure 10. Note the similarity of the encounter locations with
respect to the sun-earth line.
A pre-perihelioninterceptrajectorywithan earthreturntwo years after
launchis alsopossible.Detailsof thistrajectory,which includesretargeting
optionstocomets Borrellyand Reinmuth-1,are giveninAppendix C. This
mission profilewas notconsideredtobe as attractiveas theone-year earth-
returncase mainly because theapheliondistancefor thetwo-year earth-return
trajectoryis 2.2AU, which isratherlarge.
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORY
RELATIVE TO FIXED SUN EARTH
LINE (ECLIPTIC PLANE PROJECTION)
S(_- EARTH--... _,, ",, ,_
,'/ _"_\\
T_EE_°"_OES_%_t_ET"/"ET%EH, ,," / j ; _\_o
PERPENDICULAR TO THE PLANE OF THIS DIA f | _ / I ! _
,, "7-" / ' ;
,' / ,'/t
/ _ ./ ,®
k/ ...." ,'
_,o t INTERCEPTS _q_" _ "_' _ Se: - TEMPE L 2
\ SEPTEMBER 1 1988HALLEY INTERCEPT
DECEMBER 19 1985
Figure 10. Alternative Spacecraft Trajectories following the
Pre-Perlhelion Halley Intercept
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2. Post-PerihelionEncounter. The earth-returntrajectoryfor thepost-
perihelionHalleyinterceptisshown in Figure 11. Summaries ofthe alternative
missionprofilertoBorrellyand Tempel-2 are givenin Table 8. Comparison
ofTables 7 and 8 shows thattheflybyspeeds forthe Borrellyand Tempel-2
encountersare somewhat lower forthetrajectoriesassociatedwith thepost-
perihelionHalleyintercept. The trajectoryoptionslistedin Table 8 are
illustratedin Figure 12. Variationsof thekey missionparameters fora ten-
day launchwindow are giveninAppendix B.
Two additionalmissionalternativesare possiblewiththepost-perihelion
Halleyintercept.These possibilities,which featureinterceptsof comet Encke
inSeptember 1987 and comet Pons-Winnecke in August 1989,are discussedin
• AppendixC. The _ncke and Pons-Winnecke alternativesare distinctlyinferior
totheBorrellyand Tempel-2 mission options.
IV. POSSIBLE SCENARIOS
Numerous mission strategies could be formulated with the trajectory
alternatives described in the last section. Four particularly interesting pos-
sibilities are listed here. Briefly, the four plans are:
I. A duallaunchinJuly 1985 withpre- and post-perihelionHalleyintercepts.
This planisoutlinedin Figure5 and Table 3. Launch requirementscan be
satisfiedby a singleShuttlewithtwo spin-stabilizedupper stages.
2. A duallaunchin March 1985witha pre-perihelionHalleyinterceptand a
multipleencountermission to comets Giacobini-Zinnerand Borrelly.
This missionis summarized inTable 4. A singleShuttlewithtwo spin-
stabilizedupper stageswillsatisfylaunchrequirements.
3. A singlelaunchinJuly 1985 witha pre-perihelionHalleyinterceptfollowed
by an encounterwithcomet Borrelly(seeTable 7). The Julymission would
be augmented by anothersololaunchinAugust 1985 thatwould includea
post-perihelionHalleyinterceptfollowedby an encounterwithcomet
Tempel-2 (seeTable 8). This planwould requiretwo Shuttlelauncheswith
appropriateIUS stages.
4. A duallaunchinAugust 1985 withbothspacecrafttargetedforpost-
perihelionencounterswithIIalley.One spacecraftwould pass closeto the
nucleusand theotherwould enterthetailregionas shown in Figure3.
Both :pacecraftwould thenreturntoearth. One would be retargetedto
comet Borrellyand theotherwould be sentto comet Tempel-2 (seeTable 8).
A simpleShuttlelaunchwithone IUS stagewould be sufficient.
17
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Figure 19,. Alternative Spacecraft Trajectories following the
Post-Perihelion Halley Intercept
All of the scenarios outlined above would require two cometary spacecraft.
However, a simple spin-stabilized spacecraft that could function at heliocentric
distances between 0.8 AU and 1.4 AU should easily satisfy the mission require-
ments. Additional cost savings could be realized by using a common spacecraft
design. The inclusion of separate tail probes would be optional.
Plan #3 would be somewhat more expensive than the other mission strategies
because two Shuttle launches would be required instead of only one. However,
the science return would be maximized with this plan, and a high degree of re-
dundancy and mission flexibility would also be attained. Four independent com-
etary intercepts including pre- and post-perihelion encounters with Halley
would be achieved.
V. RELATIONSHIP TO PROPOSED RENDEZVOUS AND
SLOW-FLYBY MISSIONS
Recently, two rather unorthodox schemes for a rendezvous with Halley's
comet have been propcsed. Both plans require advanced propulsion capability
that seems to be feasible, but which has had little development thus far.
Launches of spacecraft with these advanced propulsion systems would have to
take place in early 1982 to achieve a rendezvous with Halley in 1985-86. One
19
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Figure 13. Halley Rendezvous Trajectory
Using Ion Drive (from Reference 7)
concept uses an "Ion drive" system (advanced solar-electric propulsion) to
produce a rendezvous with Halley about 50 days before perihelion (Reference
7). The mission profile for this phn is illustrated in Figure 13. The othe,"
concept calls for a "solar sail" measuring 800 meters on a side to provide the
propulsion that is needed to match Halley's retrograde orbit (Reference 8).
Unfortunately, the solar-sail technique would not accomplish the rendezvous
until about 50 days after Halley's perihelion passage.
Assuming that a Halley rendezvous mission using one of the propulsion
systems mentioned above will be attempted in 1982 as planned, would there
be any reason to schedule additional missions to Halley ? It appears that this
question can be answered in the affirmative, and that a supplementary ballistic
mission to Halley should be considered for the fo!lowing reasons:
1. Complementary Science. A rendezvous mission would conduct an intensive
study of Halley's nuclear and inner coma regions. Correlative data from
a ballistic flyby through Halley's tail would contribute significantly to the
interpretation of the rendezvous measurements. The same would be true
for imaging and photometric data that would be obtained by the ballistic
spacecraft while the rendezvous spacecraft is located in the vicinity of the
nucleus. The experiments carried on the ballistic spacecraft would also
: 20
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be quite different, and would emphasize plasma properties, solar-wind
interaction, and dust composition. Finally, the ballistic spacecraft will
intercept additional comets after its encounter with Halley
2. International Participation. The ballistic mission mode would be relatively
inexpensive and advanced technology would not be required. Therefore, it
would be easier for other nations to participate in this component of a Halley
program. Conceivably, the ballistic spacecraft could be built by some other
nation with the United States providing the Shuttle launch capability.
3. Fall-Safe Strategy. Because of the many risks and uncertainties associated
with the advanced propulsion systems that would t'e used in the rendezvous
mission, a _ackup ballistic mission would increase the chance_ of at least
a partially successful Halley mission. Another Halley opportunity will Lot
occur again until 2062, and it would be wise to provide some r_,mdancy
for the 1985-86 apparition.
If, for some reason, the development of the advanced propulsion technology
takes somewhat longer than expected, it has been suggeste_ that the rendezvous
mission should be replaced by a "slow" flyby of Halley at about 15 km/sec
(References 8 and 9). This slow-flyby mission, which would be launched in
1983, would still need *.he full propulsion capability required by the 1982 ren-
dezvous missioh. In the opinion of the present authors, this proposal just does
not make sense. First of all, the advantage of a slower flyby speed at Halley
does not appear to justify the greatly increased complexity and risk of the slow-
flyby mission when compared to a simple and reliable ballistic flyby. As dis-
cussed in Section II, the science return from a Halley flyby mission would not
be degraded substantially by higher flyby speeds• Secondly, the ballistic mis-
sions would be able to intercept additional comets (at flyby speeds from 13 -_ 21
km/sec). Therefore, it could be argued that the total science return would be
greater for the ballistic mission mode. Finally, it should be stressed that the
cost for a ballistic Halley mission involving two spacecraft (e.g., plan #3 of
Section IV) would still be considerably less expens'_ve than the slGw-flyby
proposal.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Ithas been shown thata high-velocityballisticinterceptof Halley'scomet
would yielda largeamount of fundamentaland valuablescientihcdataon the
natureof cometary phenomena. Severaloutstandingmission ,Iternativeshave
been identified,and possibleimplementationschemes have been discussed.
One particularlyattractiveplanwould requireonlytwo spacecraft{probably
21
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of identicaldesign)tocarry outpre- and post-perihelionencounterswith
Halleyas wellas interceptsof two additionalcomets.
The highpotentialforinternationalparticipationintheHalleymission
shouldalsobe mentioned. ExcellentobservingconditionsfortheHalleyen-
counterswillallowtheinternationalcommunity ofastronomers toplayan
activeand importantrolein thismission. Cooperativeprojectssuch as Space-
laband theSpace Telescopewould alsocontribute.For instance,a dedicated
Spacelabflightwithan ultraviolet-optical-infraredstronomy payloadcouldbe
scheduledduringthepost-perihelionencounterwhen Halleyisvery bright.In
additior_othernationscouldprovideinstrumentationforsome ofthein-situ
experimentsand couldeven furnishcometary spacecraftand/or tailprobes.
...._-" 22
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APPENDIX A
Orbital and Physical Characteristics of Secondary Comet Targets
Orbital parameters of four comets that are cited in Section HI as candidate
mission targets are given in Figures A-1 and A-2. PhysicaJ characteristics of
these comets are summarized in Tables A-1 to A-4.
ABOVE ECLIPTIC ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR
BELOW ECLIPTIC GIACOBINI-ZINNER AND
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Figure A-1. Orbits of Comet, s Giacobini-Zinner and l_rrelly
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Figure A-2. Orbits of Comets Grigg-Skjellerup and Tempel-2
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Table A-I
Comet Giacobini-ZinnerSummary
ObservationalHistory: Giacobini-Zinnerhas been observedat nineappari-
tionssinceitsdiscoveryin 1900. Because ofunfavorableorbitalgeometry it
was poorlyobservedat two apparitions(1940,1966)and missed completelyin
1907,1920,and 1953. However, numerous observationsofitsbehaviornear
perihelionwere obtainedin 1946,1959,and 1972 when itpassed relatively ,.
closetotheearth. Giacobini-Zi_;ne:",sone ofthebrightestperiodiccomets
when itis nearperihelion.ItisnoteworthythattheabsoluteD_minosityof
thiscomet appears tobe constantor even increasingwithtime. Irregular
Lrightnessvariationsover periodsof a few days have bee,.reported.
Nuclear Region and Coma: A well-definednuclearcondensationd_velops
near perihelion•Observationsin 1972 suggestthatGiacobini-Zinnerposses-
ses an innerand outercoma. The observablediameteroftheoutercoma is
--5 x 104 kin,whilethediameter oftheinnercoma is about2 x 104 krn.
The spectrum of Giacobini-Zinnershows a strongcontinuumwhich indicates
a largedustcomponent. The abundancesof CN and C 2 radicalshave been
compared with Encke,and itwas foundthatwhiletheabundanceof CN was
approximatelyequalinbothcomets, theabundanceof C 2 was greaterfor
Encke.
Tail: A narrow straightailbeginstodevelopaboutthreemonths priorto
perihelion.Near perihelion,theobserved taillengthis-.5 x 105 km. A dust
tailhas alsobeen reported.
Dust: Giacobini-Zinneris quitedustyfora short-periodcomet, itsdustden-
sityisestimatedtobe about50 times greaterthanEncke'sbut isprobably
1000 times smaller thanHalley's.The Giacobinid(orDraconid)meteor
showers thatare associatedwithGiacobini-Zinnerhave probablybeen the
most spectacularmeteor displaysof thepresentcentury.These showers
were particularlystrongin 1933and 1946. Studiesofthe 1946 shower indi-
catethattheGiacobinidmeteors are abnormallyfragileas compared with
meteors from othershowers•
NongravitationalEffectson OrbitalMotion: A rigorousinvestigationby
• Yeomans (Reference10)has shown thatGiacobini-Zinner'snongravitational
forceshave increasedwithtime over the 1900-1965interval.(Thisunusual
characteristicis shared withBiela'3comet which disappearedin 1852). The
orbitalr:_otionfGiacobini-Zinneris somewhat erraticas indicatedby the
1972 observationswhich imply thatthe nongravitationalforceshave decreased
or stoppedaltogether.An apparentdiscontinuityinthe comet'smotion between
1959 and 1965 shouldalsobe hoted.
A-3
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Table A-2
Comet BorrellySummary
ObservationalHistory:Borrellyhas been observed atnineapparitionsince
itsdiscoveryin 1904. Excellentorbitalgeometry duringitsfirstfourap-
paritions(1905,1911,1918,1925)produced a largenumber ofobservations.
However, a pertvz'bationby Jupiterit_1936 changed Borrelly'speriod,and
thegeometricconditionsfor near-perihelionobservationshave been poor
ever sincethattime. Borrellywas notobserved at allin 1939 and 1946.
Fortunately,anotherperturbationby Jupiterin 1972has againchanged Bor-
reUy's periodso thatfavorableorbitalgeometry willbe availablein 1981
and 1987. From thenumerous earlyobservations,ithas been weii-est._blished
thatBorrellyisquiteactivefora comet witha periheliondistanceof about
1.4AU.
Nuclear Regionand Coma: A brightnuclearcondensationhas alwaysbeen
observed when favorablegeometric conditionshave existed.The observable
coma diameteris-_5× 104kin. No spectroscopicobservationshave been
reported.
Tail: ._r_rrow brighttailhas been observedduringsixof theapparitions,
and generallypersistsforseveralmonths. Observed tail engthsare
"_5 x 10s km.
Dr,st: No dataavailable.
NongravitationalEffectson OrbitalMotion: The nongravitationalforcesaffect-
ingthe motionof Borrellyhave been investigatedby Yeomans (Reference10).
Itwas foundthatalthoughBorrellyis affectedby substantialnongravitational
forces,the t_'ansversecomponent of thenongravitationalccelerationhas re-
mained constantover theentire70-year observationalinterval.
A,-4
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Table A-3
Comet Grigg-Skjellerup Summary
Observational History: Grigg-Skjellerup was first observed in 1902. How-
ever, because of a close approach to Jupiter in 1905 and a poor determination
of its initial orbit, it was not seen again until 1922. It has been observed at
every return since then, making a total of 12 appearances from 1902 to 1972.
Grigg-Skjellerup is an extremely faint comet, and the total number of recorded
observations is rather small. Its earliest pre-perihelion recovery occurred
at a heliocentric distance of only 1.23 AU. However, after perihelion in 1972
it was observed to a distance of 2.18 AU. Favorable orbital geometry for the
1977 return should provide the best opportunity for viewing this comet since
1942.
Nuclear Region and Coma: Near perihelion in 1972 Grigg-Skjellerup exhibited
a fairly sharp nucleus that was located at the antisolar apex of a weak, fan-
shaped coma. This feature is rather t:y_ical and is similar to comet Encke's
appearance near 1 AU. To date, spectroscopic observations are nonexistent.
Tail: A tail has not been observed.
Dust: In 1967 and 1972 Grigg-Skjellerup passed within 0.004 AU of the earth's
orbit at the comet's ascending node. Although the earth followed the comet
to this area shortly afterward (97 and 51 days, respectively), anticipated
meteor showers did not occur. These negative results are not conclusive,
but do support an assumption that Grigg-Skjellerup's dust content is relatively
low.
Nongravitational Effects on Orbital Motion: The nongravitational forces for
Grigg-Skjellerup are extremely small. Their effect on the comet's orbit is
well-understood as indicated by the fact that the predicted time of perihelion
passage in 1972 was in error by less than 0.01 days.
A-5
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Table A-4
Comet Tempel-2 Summary
ObservationalHistory:Tempel-2 has been observed at 15 apparitionsince
itsdiscoveryin 1873. Because ofunfavorableorbitalgeometry,itwas poorly
observed atthreeapparitions(1904,1915,and 1956)and missed completely
in 1883,1889,1910,1935,and 1941. Exceptionallygood returnshave occurred
in 1899,1925,and 1967when thecomet was near oppositionat thetime of its
perihelion passage. Its relatively high intrinsic brightness in 1967 indicates
that it is still very active. For its last five apparitions, Tempe]-2 has been
recovered at distances of more than two AU from both the earth and the sun.
Nuclear Region and Coma: Multiple nuclei were observed in 1873. However,
only one nuclear condensation was present at the other apparitions. At various
times, the nuclear condensation has been eccentrically located in the coma.
Near perihelion, the observable diameter of the coma is 5 x 104 kin. In 1925
Tempel-2 showed a weak continuous spectrum with high-intensity bands at
3883 (CN), 4033, and 4722 Angstroms. The continuous spectrum grew stronger
near perihelion.
Tail: A broad, fan-shaped tail has been observed at eight apparitions. A dark
rift in the tail was seen during the 1899 apparition. Near perihelion, the ob-
served tail length is approximately 1.5 × 10 s krn. The tail persists for about
three months around the time of perihelion passage.
Dust. Spectroscopic data indicate that a moderate dust content is present
near perihelion.
NongravitationalEffectson OrbitalMotion: The nongravitationalforcesfor
Tempel-2 are very small and have been well-behavedover theentireob-
servationalinterval.
A-6
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/APPENDIX B
Launch-Window Variations for Multi-Comet Options
The multi-cometmissions describedinthisreportutilizearth-swingby
maneuvers for trajectorymodification.To employ an earth-swingbymaneuver,
theinitialtrajectorymust returntoearthafterthefirstcometary encounter.
Ifthetime forthe cometary interceptisfixed,thereisonlyone launchdate
fora freeearth-returntrajectory.Other launchdateswillrequirea moderate
5V maneuver to returnto earth. However, ifthecometary interceptime can
be varied,a range oflaunchdatesfortrajectorieswithfreeearthreturnscan
be obtained.
To minimize thelaunch-energyrequirementfor theGiacobini-Zinner
intercept,an encounteratthecomet's nodalcrossingpointhas been prescribed
foralllaunchdates. Therefore,_ V maneuvers willbe needed toobtaina
launchwindow. These maneuvers can be minimized by executingthem about
60 days beforetheGiacobini-Zinnerintercept.Maneuver requirementsand
othermission parameters connectedwiththeGiacobini-Zinnermission profiles
are listedin Table B-1.
The launch-energyrequirementforHalleyintercept rajectorieswithfree
earthreturnsis notvery sensitiveto smallvariaUons in theHalleyencounter
time. Therefore,thelaunchwindow fortheHalleymission was obtainedby
simplyvaryingthetime of theHalleyencounter.Parameter variationsfora
ten-daylaunchwindow are listedinTables B-2 and B-3.
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Table B-1
Ten-Day Launch Window for Giacobini-Zinner Intercept
N - 5 Days Nominal N + 5 Days
Launch Date 3-5-85 3-10-85 3-15-85
Launch Energy -C 3 (Km 2/s ec 2) 10.8 12.3 14.1
Decl. of Launch Asymp. {Degrees) -5.8 -4.1 -2.5
Giacobini-Zinner Intercept Date 9-11-85 9-11-85 9-11-85
Sun Distance (AU) 1.03 1.03 1.03
Earth Distance (AU) 0.46 0.46 0.46
Phase Angle {Degrees) 88.1 87.9 87.8
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 20.6 20.6 20.6
Earth-Return _V (m/sec) 113.3 - 126.u
Grigg-Skj ellerup Option
Earth Swingby Date 3-12-86 3-10-86 3-8-86
Perigee (Earth Radii) 4.37 4.18 4.00
Bend Angle (Degrees) 66.3 66.5 66.6
Grigg-Skjellerup Intercept Date 6-27-87 6-28-87 6-28-87
Sun Distance (AU) 1.00 1.00 1.00
Earth Distance (AU) 0.89 0.89 0.88
Phase Angle {Degrees) 97.7 98.0 98.4
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 12.8 12.8 12.9
Borrelly Option
First Earth Swingby Date 3-12-86 3-10-86 3-8-86
Perigee {Earth Radii) 70.24 64.05 58.59
Bend Angle _egrees) 8.0 8.4 8.8
Second Earth Swingby Date* 8-21-87 8-20-87 8-18-87
Perigee {Earth Radii) 3.90 3.54 3.16
Bend Angle (Degrees) 69.9 72.2 74.8
Borre!ly Intercept Date 12-28-87 12-25-87 12-23-87
Sun Distance (AU) 1.36 1.36 1.36
Earth Distance (AU) 0.55 0.53 0.52
Phase Angle (Degrees) 77.0 74.7 73.5
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 17.3 17.3 17.4
Tempel-2 Option
First Earth Swingby Date 3-12-86 3-10-86 3-8-86
Perigee (Earth Radii) 70.24 64,05 58.59
Bend Angle (Degrees) 8.0 8.4 8.8
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Table B-1 (Continued)
N - 5 Days Nominal N + 5 Days
Second Earth Swingby Date 8-21-87 8-20-87 8-18-87
Perigee (Earth Radii) 2.16 2.08 2.00
Bend Angle (Degrees) 90.4 90.4 90.4
Third Earth Swingby Date 2-17-88 2-15-88 2-14-88
Perigee (Earth Radii) 9.17 9.26 9.31 "_
• Bend Angle (Degrees) 41.5 40.1 38.9
Tempel-2 Intercept Date 9-12-88 9-12-88 9-12-88
Sun Distance (AU) 1.38 1.38 1.38
• Earth Distance (AU) 0.95 0.95 0.95
Phase Angle (Degrees) 83.5 83.4 83.2
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 11.6 11.7 11.7
*Poweredswingby(AV = 16.0m/sec)requiredfor launchat N - 5 days.
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Table B-2
Ten-Day Launch Window for Pre-Perihelion Halley Intercept
N - 5 Days Nominal N + 5 Days
Launch Date 7-16-85 7-21-85 7-26-85
Launch Energy- C3 (Km2/sec2) 69.4 69.4 70.1
Decl. of Launch Asymp. (Degrees) -0.9 -1.5 -1.9
Halley Intercept Date 12-20-85 12-19-85 12-18-85 _"
Sun Distance (AU) 1.19 1.20 1.22
Earth Distance (AU) 0.92 0.90 0.88
Phase Angle (Degrees) 66.2 65.4 64.7
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 55.4 55.0 54.6
First Earth Swingby Date 7-17-86 7-22-86 7-27-86
Perigee (Earth Radii) 1.54 1.56 1.58
Bend Angle (Degrees) 43.4 42.9 42.3
Borrelly Option
Second Earth Swingby Date 7-17-87 7-22-87 7-27-87
Perigee (Earth Radii) 1.57 1.57 1.57
Bend Angle (Degrees) 42.8 42.7 42.5
Borrelly Intercept Date 1-12-88 1-14-88 1-16-88
Sun Distance (AU) 1.39 1.39 1.40
Earth Distance (AU) 0.66 0.68 0.70
Phase Angle (Degrees) 90.4 91.1 91.7
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 21.4 21.1 20.8
Tempel-2 Option
Second Earth Swingby Date 7-17 " 7-22-87 7-27-87
Perigee (Earth Radii) 3.44 3.17 2.89
Bend Angle (Degrees) 24.0 25.6 27.3
Third Earth Swingby Date 1-15-88 1-19-88 1-24-88
Perigee (Earth Radii) 4.40 4.72 4.98
Bend Angle {Degrees) 18.5 17.5 16.6
Tempel-2 Intercept _.,te 8-29-88 9-1-88 9-5-88
Sun Distance (AU) 1.40 1.39 1.39
Earth Distance (AU) 0.90 0.91 0.92
Phase Angle (Degrees) 75.9 78.3 80.7
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 15.6 15.5 15.5
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Table B-3
Ten-Day Launch Window for Post-PerihelionHalleyIntercept
N - 5 Days Nominal N + 5 Da-,s
Launch Date 8-20-85 8-25-85 8-30-85
Launch Energy -C3 (Kin2/sec2) 36.4 36.3 36.5
Decl.of Launch Asymp. (Degrees) 40.6 38.9 37.2
HalleyInterceptDate 3-29-86 3-28-86 3-28-86
• Sun Distance (AU) 1.14 1.13 1.12
Earth Distance(AU) 0.58 0.59 0.61
Phase Angle (Degrees) 114.2 113.8 113.3
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 58.1 58.4 58.7
FirstEarth Swingby Date 8-20-86 8-25-86 8-30-86
Perigee (Earth-Radii) 1.98 1.99 2.00
Bend Angle (Degrees) 55.3 55.2 54.9
Second EarthSwingby Date* 2-16-87 2-21-87 2-26-87
BorrellyOption
Third EarthSwingby Date 8-20-87 8-25-87 8-30-87
Perigee (EarthRadii) 4.17 3.95 3.65
Bend Angle (Degrees) 33.9 35.3 37.2
BorrellyInterceptDate 1-16-.88 1-16-88 1-17-88
Sun Distance(AU) 1.40 1.40 1.40
Earth Distance(AU) 0.69 0.70 0.70
Phase An_le (Degrees) 90.0 90.0 90 9
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 18.0 17.7 17.3
Tempel-2 Option
Third Earth Swingby Date* 8-20-87 8-25-87 8-30-87
Fourth Earth Swingby Date 2-16-88 2-21-88 2-26-88
Perigee (Earth Radii) 6.99 6.81 6.53
Bend Angle (Degrees) 21.9 22.5 23.2
l empel-2 Intercept Date 9-19-88 9-22-88 9-25-88
Sun Distance (AU) 1.38 1.39 1.39
Earth Distance (AU) 0.98 0.99 1.00
Phase Angle (Degrees) 89.5 91.6 93.7
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 13.4 13.2 13.1
*Standoff Encounter
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APPENDIX C
Additional Mission Alternatives
The nominal trajectoryfora pre-perihelionHalleyinterceptwithan earth
returntwo years afterlaunchis shown in FigureC-I. Retargetingoptionsto ...
othercomets and launch-windowvariationsforthistraject')ryare givenin
• Table C-1, Orbital parameters for comets Borrelly and Reir.muth-1 are
furnished in Figures A-1 and C-2, respectively.
The post-perihelion Halley intercept with an earth return one year after
launch can be retargeted to either comet Encke or comet Pons-Winnecke. The
orbits for these comets are illustrated in Figures C-2 and C-3. Mission param-
eters for the retargeting options are listed in Tables C-2 and C-3. The Pons-
Winnecke option has the same nominal launch date that was used for the mission
profiles cf Table 8. However, a different nominal launch date was chosen for
the Eneke option because AV maneuvers are required ior earlier laur h dates,
R should also be noted that the launch window for the Encke option is further
restricted by small perigee distances at later launch dates.
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Table C-1
Pre-Perlnelion Halley Intercept with Two-Year Earth Return
N - 5 Days Nominal N + 5 Days
I
Launch Date 8-25-85 8-30-85 9-4-85
LauI -_ Energy -C a (Kin 2/sec2) 45.2 53.8 65.1
Decl. of Launch Asymp. (Degrees) 20,9 19.2 17.8
Halley Intercept Date 12-1-85 12-1-85 12-I-85
Sun Distance (AU) 1.48 1.48 1.48
Earth Distance (AU) 0.63 0.63 0,63
Phase Angle (Degrees) 51,4 51.1 50.3
Flyby Speed (Kin/see) 57,0 57.0 57.1
Earth-Return AV (m/sec) - - 60.1
Borrelly Option
Earth Swingby Date 8-26-87 8-31-87 9-3-87
Perigee (Earth Radii) 1.70 1.34 1.12
Bend Angle (Degrees) 53.2 55.2 56.6
Borrelly Intercept Date 1-20-88 1-23-88 1-26-88
Sun Distance (AU) 1.41 1.42 1.43
Earth Distance (AU) 0.73 0.76 0.79
Phase Angle (Degrees) 91.7 93.2 9_.5
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 17.8 17.6 17.4
Reinmuth-1 Option
Earth Swingby Date 8-26-87 8-31-87 9-3-87
Perigee (Earth Radii) I 1.82 1.37 1.11
Bend Angle (Degrees) 51.1 54.6 56.8
Reinmuth-1 Intercept Date 5-19-88 5-28-88 6-3-88
Sun D:stance (AU) 1.87 1.88 1.88
Earth Distance (AU) 2.31 2.37 2.42
Phase Angle (Degrees) 80.8 85.9 89.5
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 10.7 10.8 11.0
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Figure C-2. Orbitsof Comets Reinmuth-I and Pons-Winnecke
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Table C-2
Post-PerihelionHalleyInterceptwithPons-Winnecke O )tion
N - 5 Days Nominal N + 5 Days
Launch Date 8-20-85 8-25-85 8-30-85
Launch Energy -C 3 (Km2/sec2) 36.4 36.3 36.5 .--
Decl. of Launch Asymp. (Degrees) 40.6 38.9 37.2
Halley Intercept Date 3-29-86 3-28-86 3-28-86
Sun Distance (AU) 1.14 1.13 1.12
Earth Distance (AU) 0.58 0.59 0.61
Phase Angle (Degrees) 114.2 113.8 113.3
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 58.1 58.4 58.7
First Earth Swingby Date 8-20-86 8-25-86 8-30-86
Perigee (Earth Radii) 1.98 1.99 2.00
Bend Angle (Degrees) 55.3 55.2 54.9
Second Earth Swingby Date* 2-16-87 2-21-87 2-26-87
Third Earth Swingby Date 8-20-87 8-25-87 8-30-87
Perigee (Earth Radii) 3.21 5.09 13.63
Bend Angle (Degrees) 40.7 29.3 12.8
Fourth Earth Swingby Date 8-20-88 8-25-88 8-30-88
Perigee (Earth Radii) 1.88 1.79 1.38
Bend Angle (Degrees) 57.0 58.7 67.3
Pons-Winnecke Intercept Date 8-25-89 8-30-89 9-3-89
Sun Distance (AU) 1.26 1.27 "1.27
Earth Distance (AU) 1.19 1.21 1.22
Phase Angle (Degrees) 113.3 116.0 117.8
Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 15.6 16.3 16.7
*Standoff Encounter
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Table C-3
Post-Perihelion Haley Intercept with Encke Option
i
!
N-5 Days I Nominal N+5 Days
Launch Date 8-30-85 9-4-85 9-9-85
Launch Energy -C 3 (Kin 2/sec2 ) 36.5 37.1 38.1
Decl. of Launch Asymp. (Degrees) 37.2 35.5 33.8 --.
Halley Intercept Date 3-28-86 3-27-85 3-26-85
, Sun Distance (AU) 1.12 1.11 1.10
Earth Distance (AU) 0.61 0.62 0.64
Phase Angle (Degrees) 113.3 112.9 112.4
' Flyby Speed (Km/sec) 58.7 58.9 59.3
Earth Swingby Date* 8-30-86 9-4-86 9-9-86
Perigee (Earth Radii) 1.81 1.38 1.03
Bend Angle (Degrees) 57.1 66.6 75.8
Encke Intercept Date 9-1-87 8-30-87 8-29-87
Sun Distance (AU) 1.06 1.03 1.01
Earth Distance (AU) 1.02 1.00 0.98
Phase Angle (Degrees) 166.5 166.1 165.8
Flyby Speed (Km/s ec) 31.2 31.1 31.1
*PoweredSwingby(Z_V = 130.6m"sec)requiredfor launchat N - 5 Days.
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